Unbelievable performance — and price ... Go ahead! Investigate your options. You simply will not find a more capable multi-pen plotter on the market today. Priced at $6,495.00*, Houston Instrument's DMP-51/52 MP combines top-of-the-line technical performance with sleek styling, quiet servo motors and our matchless DM/PL™ resident intelligence.

Holding up to 14 self-capping pens in a unique carriage assembly, the DMP-51/52 MP responds to any drafting-intensive demand. Whether your plots require multi-color capability or a variety of line widths, the DMP-51/52 MP quickly and efficiently meets the challenge. This multiple pen capability means your days of multi-stroking lines or constantly changing pens are over — which allows you to dramatically reduce your drafting throughput time when creating C and D size plots.

Redefining state-of-the-art ... The DMP-51/52 MP offers all the best features of Houston Instrument's phenomenally successful DMP-51/52 series. The multi-pen version features a maximum speed of up to 22 inches per second, a user-selectable acceleration rate of up to 4 Gs and a resolution of .001 inches. We've also added a constant velocity control to ensure uniform inking regardless of the angle of pen movement.

We're confident you'll be impressed with our newest plotter. Call us at 1-800-531-5205 (512-835-0900 for Texas residents) for the name of your nearest dealer or distributor, or write Houston Instrument, 8500 Cameron Road, Austin, Texas, 78753. In Europe, contact Houston Instrument, Belgium NV., Rochesterlaan 6, 8240 Gistel, Belgium. Tel.: 059-27-74-45. Tlx. 846-81399.

* U.S. suggested retail price
DM/PL is a trademark of Houston Instrument